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Established in 1998, ebookers Nordics is an online travel agency providing a 
booking service for worldwide destinations. Taking pride in its state-of-the-art  
customer service, expertise and value, the agency offers travel products at a  
discount of up to 75% thanks to a close relationship with leading travel suppliers. 

The company operates in a very competitive market (Finland, Sweden, Norway 
and Denmark) with offices in Stockholm and Helsinki—both providing full-time 
customer care for the region. It’s a challenging environment because of huge 
growth in the Internet travel booking industry, where customers have options 
like booking directly with an airline or a hotel.

The agency has taken advantage of search advertising to drive effective sales 
in an increasingly crowded marketplace. When ebookers Nordics needed 
additional campaigns to improve its return on investment and attract new 
customers, Bing Ads became a strong complement to Google AdWords.

Running effective campaigns with Bing Ads
In consultation with search marketing firm iProspect, ebookers Nordics started 
running Bing Ads campaigns across the market in 2012. The campaigns were 
aimed at people in the research and booking stages of the purchase process. 
“Because customer feedback in general points out our high level of service, we 
try to communicate this in ads and emphasize our quality as a service provider 
rather than solely communicate price,” says Anna Sjöstrand, SEM manager at 
ebookers Nordics. 

The agency takes advantage of Sitelink Extensions, which are extra links in 
search ads, to bring potential customers to specific pages of its websites. It also 
uses geo targeting to target its intended audience based on the customers’ 
location. “Sitelink Extensions allow our ads to get more visibility and be more 
precise in our response to the customer, while geo targeting lets us create 
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more effective landing pages depending on where the customers come from,” 
Sjöstrand says.

Bing Ads account teams also provide business insights, campaign tips and other 
resources when needed. “We’ve found Bing Ads to be very easy to use and 
intuitive, but when needed, we’ve had fantastic help from the Bing Ads account 
managers,” says Sjöstrand. “For example, they’ve given us advice when it comes 
to ideas on how to structure new campaigns and improve existing ones. We get 
help from experts who know all about the tweaks and possibilities.”

Better results with Bing Ads
With Bing Ads, ebookers Nordics found that the cost per click is almost half 
the cost compared with Google AdWords. And because conversion rates are 
similar, Bing Ads has a cost per action that is far less than AdWords. The Bing 
Ads campaigns now exceed a 20% share of the actual profit from the agency’s 
search engine marketing. 

“For specific niche campaigns, we’re sometimes able to be more competitive 
with Bing Ads than with Google AdWords,” says Sjöstrand. “This allows us to 
drive more traffic with Bing Ads for these specific campaigns. Also, the return on 
investment is a lot higher for Bing Ads campaigns than for Google AdWords, so 
it makes sense to increase our focus on Bing Ads. We are expanding and rolling 
out campaigns that are working well.”

Overall, Sjöstrand says, “Bing Ads and the Bing Network provide great support 
(friendly and always helpful), qualitative traffic, a low cost per click and more 
visibility.”

Sjöstrand offers this advice for businesses thinking of joining ebookers Nordics 
in finding success with Bing Ads: “Analyze where you can’t fight for higher 
positions on Google, and make sure to use the resources that Bing Ads has to 
offer to win big with your search marketing.”
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